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you have to engineer  
for volatility

change is the norm 

experimentation is not a one time event 

launching a product is giving birth to the 
product. the product’s life just begins. 

design for throwaway-ability

majority of the 
experience 

code written 
was thrown 

away in a year

the ui layer is the 

experimentation layer



paypal vs netflix 
contrast this with a large enterprise like paypal in 

2011





In 2011, even a simple 
content copy change 
could take as much as 
4-6 weeks to get live to 
site



change is hard



organizations contain anti-
bodies that resist change



behavior is deep seated 
and reinforced



new dna inserted
jan 2012 
fleshed out ui layer that  could support rapid 
experimentation. 

march 2012  
david Marcus became president of PayPal. set a 
new charter for innovation. 

april 2012 
formed lean ux team to reinvent checkout 
experience.
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from whiteboard to code from code to usability
learningsstart again
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change has started working its way out
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some lessons I have learned



1. engineer for learning







All buildings are predictions.  
All predictions are wrong. 


There's no escape from this grim 
syllogism, but it can be softened.


Stewart Brand
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experiences must adapt

Our software is always tearing itself apart 
(or should be) 

Recognize that different layers change at 
different velocities

All buildings are predictions.  
All predictions are wrong. 


There's no escape from this grim 
syllogism, but it can be softened.


Stewart Brand
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a tale of two trains

departs infrequently 

“gotta get my features on this train 
or I will have to wait a long time”

departs all the time 

“if I miss this train another one comes 
in a few minutes”



continuous customer feedback (GOOB) 

customer metrics drive everything 

think it. build it. ship it. tweak it 

fail fast. learn fast. 

lots of experimentation... build/measure/learn 

designing & engineering for 
experimentation

the netflix culture



@netflix: engineered for learning
netflix chose html5 for mobile (iOS, android) and 
for game consoles, blu-ray players, hd-tvs, etc. 

more recently moved to react native variant (JS) 
to drive native experiences without the DOM 

in both cases why?  

path to build/measure/learn



enable prototyping in the engineering stack
because engineering teams are 
not trying to solve the learning 
problem, they see prototyping 
as outside the engineering 
discipline 

this is a real engineering 
challenge

engineer for the “living spec”



enable prototyping in the engineering stack
because engineering teams are 
not trying to solve the learning 
problem, they see prototyping 
as outside the engineering 
discipline 

this is a real engineering 
challenge

engineer for the “living spec”
make prototyping a first 

class member of tech stack



2. democratize innovation
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keep teams small



democratize the code base
starting to use git repo model for continuous deployment 

marketing pages 
product pages 
content updates & triggers into i18n, l10n, adaptation 
components 

works well with cloud deployment (devops model) 

enables the train to be leaving all the time 



work in open source model
internal github revolutionizing  
our internal development 

rapidly replacing centralized  
platform teams  

innovation democratized 

every developer encouraged  
to experiment and generate repos  
to share as well as to fork/pull request





use open source religiously

nconf

async

supertest



3. give agile a brain

credit: Krystal Higgins 
http://bit.ly/18uP7N1

http://bit.ly/18uP7N1


agile is just a machine
it will crank ‘stuff’ out 

it can be good or bad stuff 

please don’t waste the machine  

have a tight loop with our users 

iterate to get experience “in the ballpark” 

make it easy to iterate designs ahead of agile sprints 



agile is just a machine
it will crank ‘stuff’ out 

it can be good or bad stuff 

please don’t waste the machine  

have a tight loop with our users 

iterate to get experience “in the ballpark” 

make it easy to iterate designs ahead of agile sprints 

the “brain” is our user



lean ux: enable a brain for agile

   user interface engineering - agile scrum team (production)

   lean ux - lean team track (prototyping)

   engineering - agile scrum teamsprint 0

usability usability usability usability usability

release release release release

{agile

version 1.0



lean ux: enable a brain for agile

   user interface engineering - agile scrum team (production)

   lean ux - lean team track (prototyping)

   engineering - agile scrum teamsprint 0

usability usability usability usability usability

release release release release

{agile

stories, user interface 
code come over from the 
leanux stream


n+2 is more feasible 
because it actually 
bootstraps the agile 
stream

version 1.0
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shared 
understanding

deep 
collaboration

continuous 
feedback

how teams get the right mindset



the right mindset for learning

does your team  
“defend the solution” or 
“embrace the problem”?



rethink engineering in the 
light of learning

1. engineer for learning 
2. democratize engineering 
3. give agile a brain

LEAN 
ENGINEERING 

Engineering for 
build/measure/learn 



designing web interfaces 
O’Reilly
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follow me on twitter 
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